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Abstract This paper presents a variable partition algorithm which com
bines the quasireduced ordered multipleterminal multiplevalued decision
diagrams and genetic algorithms GAs	
The algorithm is better than the previous techniques which 
nd a good
functional decomposition by nonexhaustive search and expands the range
of searching for the best decomposition providing the optimal subtable
multiplicity
The possible solutions are evaluated using the gain of decomposition for a
multipleoutput multiplevalued logic function
The distinct feature of GA is the possible solutions being coded by real
numbers Here the simplexbased crossover is proposed to use for the
recombination stage of GA It permits to increase the GA coverage
Keywords disjoint decomposition multiplevalued decision diagrams ge
netic algorithm simplexlike crossover
The complete title of this article Genetic algorithm approach to nd the best input
variable partitioning
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   Introduction
Functional decomposition of switching functions has applications in binary and
multiplevalued 	MV
 circuit design machine learning knowledge discovery from
data bases and testing the logic circuits The many variable functions are decom
posed into subfunctions with fewer variables expressed by twolevel or multilevel
logic structures In recent years increasing attention has been paid to decompo
sition methods for singleoutput and multipleoutput multiplevalued functions
Thus Abugharieh and Lee   had been generalized the decomposition al
gorithm for binary functions of Shen s McKellar s and Weiner s to rvalued
functions with r   Their method is of not much use in machine learning or
circuit implementation of MV systems because only simple disjunctive decom
positions of singleoutput functions have been discussed Some decomposition
algorithms for rvalued functions have been investigated in     
A classical decomposition method contains the two following main phases  

Finding the partition of X that provides the minimum number of subfunctions
where X is the set of input variables 
 Encoding the subfunctions using the
minimum number of rvalued variables The optimization of these phases leads to
decreasing the size of MV combinational circuit In this paper we search the best
partition of X Note that the success of functional decomposition depends on the
partition of X Therefore the problem to nd the best partition of X is actual and
requires the further researches especially for the singleinput and multipleoutput
rvalued functions
The search for a fast algorithm to determine the best decomposition of switch
ing 	binary
 functions is studied by T Sasao    He presented an algorithm
based on testing the necessary condition of function decomposability using re
duced ordered binary decision diagrams By performing of this algorithm we
can intend the best partition of X with miminum column multiplicity General
ization of this algorithm to a multiple valued logic had been done in  Note
that this algorithm is applied to a singleoutput binary function and does not
examine the dependence of the variable permutations on the column multiplicity
for given partition of X This drawback can be removed by combined using the
multipleterminal multiplevalued decision diagrams 	MTMDD
 and GA
The objective of this research is to use such optimization technique as GA
combined with MTMDD to search the best partition of X for a multipleoutput
rvalued function The tness function determines the best partition for specic
variables permutation
Thus this paper addressed the problem to nd the best decomposition of
multipleoutput functions without considering all decomposition variants For
this purpose the GA is applied The distinct feature of this algorithm is that the
possible solutions are coded by real numbers Here the simplexbased crossover
is proposed to use it on the recombination stage of GA It permits to increase the
GA convergence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The rest of the paper is organized as follows Section  introduces multiple
valued decision diagrams and disjoint disjunctive decomposition We then discuss
the GA and its properties for input variable partition problem 	Section 
 The
experimental results are considered in Section  Section  concludes the paper
  Multiplevalued decision diagrams and dis
joint disjunctive decomposition
We discuss Ashenhurstlike decomposition F 	X
  G	h
 
	X
 

     h
k
	X
 

 X



for multipleoutput rvalued function F 	X
  ff
 
	X
 f

	X
     f
m
	X
g 	Fig
  
   
The set X of input variables is partitioned into two sets free variables X
 
are
direct inputs to the circuit H and bound variables X

are inputs to the circuit G
of the disjoint disjunctive decomposition The process of nding sets X
 
and X

is called input variable partitioning A multipleoutput rvalued function FX is
said to have a disjoint generalized disjunctive decomposition regarding X
 
if the
oneoutput functions h
 
 h

     h
k
and moutput function G  	g
 
 g

     g
m


such that F 	X
  G	h
 
	X
 

 h

	X
 

     h
k
	X
 

 X


 exist The projection of
FX over X
 
   F 	X


 is the value of FX evaluated with X
 
  
For disjoint disjunctive decomposition a multipleoutput rvalued function
F 	X
  ff
 
	X
 f

	X
     f
m
	X
g is represented as Karnaugh map with X
 
variables as columns and X

variables as rows Columns corresponding to the
specic input combination of X
 
and dierent m rvalued functions generate sub
table multiplicity The subtable multiplicity index  is the number of dierent
types of subtable patterns Note that the subtable multiplicity denes the type
of disjunctive decomposition An rvalued function FX is said to have a simple
disjunctive decomposition if  is less or equal to r        and a general
ized disjunctive decomposition if  is less or equal to r
n
 
 where n
 
is the number
of elements in free set X
 
     The gain of the decomposition for a given
partition is determined by gain index  calculated as   min	r
n
 
 r
r
n


 where
n
 
and n

are the number of elements of the free and bound variables respectively
Figure    Circuit diagram of F 	X
  G	h
 
	X
 

     h
k
	X
 

 X

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Table    Decomposition of F 	X
  G	h
 
	x
 
 x


 x



Example Consider the output valued variable function F 	X
  ff
 
 f

g
described in Table   	a
 Since the subtable multiplicity is  which equals to
r the function is decomposable with a bound set fx
 
 x

g and a free set fx

g
The function FX have a simple disjunctive decomposition Let the mapping
of the three destinct subtables be as shown in Table   	a
 The truth table of
function h
 
	x
 
 x


 is illustrated in Table   	b
 The functions g
i
	h
 
 x


 i    
are constructed such as shown in Table   	c

Any ninput moutput rvalued function can be represented by quasireduced
ordered multiterminal multiplevalued decision diagram 	OMTMDD
   
Each internal node of this diagram can have not more than r children and in
put variables appear in a xed order in all paths of the graph and no variable
does more than once in a path The terminals are mbit rvalued vectors An
assignment of values to the variables corresponds to a path that concludes on a
vector of mbits corresponding to m output rvalued functions An OMTMDD
is a quasi reduced OMTMDD if every path from the root to the terminal nodes
involves all variables and has no isomorphic subgraphs in the same level
The path function of a node in a MTMDD is an rvalued input valued
output function that represents the conditions for existance of a path from root
to the node The subpath function of a node in a MTMDD is an valued input
rvalued output function and represents the conditions for existance of the path
from a node to the terminal node A subpath function of a node is the projection
of FX over X
 
   F 	X



The decomposition of an ninputmoutput rvalued function can be estimated
by OMTMDD Fig   shows the general structure of disjoint decomposition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First level represents the projections of FX over X
 
   F 	X


 where  
f       r
n
 
  
g The values of F 	X


 are formed on the output of rst level
Each function F 	 	
 	  f       r
n

  
g is formed on the output of second
level It is described by the subgraph of second level These MTMDDs share
subgraphs There are not more than r
n

dierent MTMDDs Existence of the
MV Ashenhurstlike decomposition for a given bound set X

and free set X
 
can
be checked by using the following Theorem
Theorem Let X
 
 X

be a partition of X Suppose that the quasireduced
ordered MTMDD of FX is partitioned into two disjoint blocks Let t be the
number of nodes in the lower block that are adjacent to the boundary of the two
blocks and  be the subtable multiplicity Then t  
Example Fig   shows three dierent partitions
  X
 
 fx
 
 x

g X

 fx

 x

 x

g
 X
 
 fx
 
 x

 x

g X

 fx

 x

g
 X
 
 fx
 
 x

 x

 x

g X

 fx

g
By Theorem the subtable multiplicities for these decompositions are ve
four and three respectively The rst partition gives the generalized disjunctive
decomposition the second and third partitions are the simple disjunctive decom
position The decomposition gain index  for the rst partition is calculated as
follows 
 
 min
 


 



n    

and

for second and third partitions of
input variables are  and  respectively
Figure   General structure of disjoint decomposition using a quasireduced
OMTMDD
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Figure   Determing the column multiplicity using OMTMDD for variable
output valued function
  Genetic algorithm for input variable parti
tioning
Analogies with natural processes help in understanding complex systems and
suggest new methods for solving problems  The natural genetic and evolu
tion process are the prototypes of GAs These algorithms maintain populations
of individuals that are called chromosomes and represent potential solutions of
optimization problem A survival of the ttest strategy is implemented by a se
lection mechanism Here the ttest chromosomes are chosen as the potential
solutions for the next population Genetic recombination of the selected high
ttest chromosomes in evolution produce osprings 	new chromosomes
 for the
new generation The recombination is eected through the two genetic operators
of crossover and mutation First we map a solution to a string Then we discuss
the basic operators applied in searching for an optimum partition of X
   String encoding
The variable partition problem lends itself to a straightforward representation
by means of genetic algorithm techniques Indeed as required for a classical
genetic algorithm approach a partition of X is easily encoded by a string of
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integer numbers of length n where n is the number of variables on which the
rvalued function depends But we solve the coding problem by nonrtaditional
way Let b
 b
 
b

   b
n
 be the chromosome containing n genes Each gene
b
i
of chromosome b takes a real value from the domain       The less value
of b
i
corresponds to the variable with the less index For an n variable rvalued
function the search space 	the set of all possible partitions of X
 has 
n
 n 
elements
Example For valued variable output function a possible solution can
be represented as fx

x
 
x

x

x

g The corresponding string is the sequence
f     g
  Fitness function
The tness function depends on the decomposition gain index 	which denes the
type of decomposition and estimates the decomposition success The specic
properties of the gain are shown in Table   As we can see the partition with
maximal gain is useful In our genetic algorithm the gain of the decomposition
determines the evaluation function For example for an valued output 
variable function shown in Fig   the tness function is max	   
  
  Crossover
The classical crossover operator is based on the processing of the two parents
	chromosomes
 their cutting and paired dierent part of their chunk Then
these osprings are replaced replace the parents in the breeding pool after all
crossover operations have been completed We use the simplexlike crossover
which had been proposed and investigated in   It operates with three randomly
selected chromosomes 	parents
 and generates an ospring The sense of crossover
operator is preserved the obtained chromosomes have better values then parents
This distinctive feature is essential convention of GA convergence In case when
a crossover operator does not examine in algorithm the mutation become the
main operator on which depends the search of the optimal solution It means
that the genetic algorithm is degenerated into random search
The crossover operator is built by analogy with the simplexmethod   One
application of the this crossover operator takes three randomly selected chromo
somes and creates an ospring in the following way
  Three chromosomes x y z are randomly selected from current population
	x
 x
 
x

  x
n
 y
 y
 
y

   y
n
 z
 z
 
z

   z
n

 where n is the
number of variables on which function depends
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Value of  Condition of Notes
decomposition
existence
r 
  k 
 n
 
This condition determines the existence
of generalized disjunctive decomposition
  
   r k    This condition denes the existance
of simple disjunctive decomposition
  r
n
 
k is absent The value of function fX does not
depends on the variables of X
 
 In this case
we can design circuit implemented only
rvalued function f	X
 

 The number
of inputs in MV circuit is reduced
  r
n
 
  
k    The dont cares inputs for the design
of G are absent This is a simple
disjunctive decomposition
  
  
 min	r
n
 
 r
r
n


 k 
 n
 
The number of the outputs of H
but ratio

r
cannot be reduced However we can design
is real H such that it does not produce particular
output combinations Such combinations
can be used as the dont cares for
the design of G
  
  
 min	r
n
 
 r
r
n


 k 
 n
 
The same like in previous row but output
but ratio

r
combinations of H applied as the dont
is integer cares for the design of G are absent
    k  n
 
Because the purpose of the functional
decomposition is to obtain the subfunctions
with fewer variables this decomposition
is not applied in practice
 
     k  n
 
The number of outputs of H can be smaller
than n
 
 Because the goal of the functional
decomposition is to get the subfunctions with
fewer variables this decomposition is not
used in practice
Table   The specic properties of gain index 
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 The genes of ospring are calculated by following equation
p
i

x
i
 y
i

 
 
x
i
 y
i

 z
i

	  

where x
i
 y
i
 z
i
are the ith genes of three initial chromosomes arranged in
decreasing order of tnessfunction i    n  is a coecient called as
crossover force
 New chromosome p
 p
 
p

   p
n
 is formed
The number of parents is determined by  coecient called as crossover proba
bility Note that a triad of chromosomes produces only one child
The analysis of local extreme is envisaged in given algorithm The sense of
this procedure is as follows If the tnessfunction from new generation does not
increase than a decision about reaching the global extreme or about falling into
a trap of a local extreme is made The additional procedures for example
shaking of population are used in order to go out from a local extreme  
However such an approach requires high temporal expenditures 	it needs to mod
eling the evolution for hundred populations
 Instead of shaking of population
two procedures are used One of them is to use intense mutation of current
population In given case parents as well as osprings mutate The other one
is based on changing the selection operator The new population is formed from
the ttest chromosomes as well as from chromosomes changing by random way
Experimental investigations show that the suggested procedure allows to go out
from the local extreme and to continue the search of the global extreme
  Mutation
The mutation operator transforms a chromosome by means of randomly changing
of one or some genes values in the range   The mutation is used for a part
of chromosomes from new population The number of mutated chromosomes is
dened by  coecient called as mutation probability
The size of population is increased at the crossover and mutation execution
Current population contains both parents and osptings Decreasing the size of
population is executed by selection operator It forms new population by the
choice of the ttest chromosomes
  Experimental results
The GA success depend on the correct choice of the size of populations crossover
probability and the number of populations These GA parameters are selected as
in   taking into consideration the computer characteristics such as the size of
main memory and CPU time The results obtained by applying GA to randomly
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MV PLA Initial size Final size of combinational circuit
circuit n m of MV PLA without GA with GA
          
         
       
      
          
      
       
Table   Table comparing the results of circuit design with and without GA
implementing the valued functions
generated valued circuits are tabulated in Table   The NORTSUM PLA
proposed by Pelayo and etc is used to synthesize the combinational multiple
valued circuit  In all cases the results obtained are better than those obtained
without using the GA q The dependance of the time needed to nd the optimal
solution on the crossover probability is shown in Fig   Note the execution
time of GA is increased at the decreasing the crossover probability
Figure   Dependence of crossover probability on time execution
  Conclusion
A new technique to optimize the partition of X which leads to reducing the size
of synthesized MV combinational circuit is presented This technique is that
the GA and the MTMDDs are combined Each chromosome is evaluated using
a decomposition gain index  Two techniques are incorporated that allows to
obtain the global optimum A permutation of input variables is executed in GA
The result of similar algorithms without permutation 	without GA
 does not
gives the optimum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